Cherished traditions
and intelligent building
for smart living…

We are Norwegian - Lithuanian timber framed house manufacturing
company based in Lithuania. We manufacture houses according
to Scandinavian technology using state of the art machinery. Our
buildings are made resistant to extreme Scandinavian climate, where
temperature in summer goes up to +30 0C (95F) and in winter it
drops below -40 0C (-40F). We build wood framed houses according
to traditional building techniques updating modern materials which
are rapidly changing with today’s demand for quality. Our company
has grown and today we have projects for building framed houses
all around Europe: mainly in Norway, Sweden, Great Britain, Italy,
Iceland and Baltic countries. Our house building technique expanded
to suite different climate and different traditions. The beauty of our
work is that we exchange building traditions in different countries
and try to achieve the best solution to build a house, suitable to our
client.
We work side by side with our sister company Dolena, which is
based right next door to us. Dolena builds all type of log houses,
manufactures wooden windows, doors. They can offer a wide range
of wood deco solutions for interior and exterior. Therefore, it is very
convenient for us to cooperate and we can offer our clients combined
(log and timber framed) construction buildings.
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If you care about the environment you live in, if you treasure yours
and your family‘s health and if you want to live in harmony with
nature, log or timber framed house is perfect for you. We not only
use eco-friendly materials but also take into consideration other
important factors that create a safe living environment for you and
treasure natural resources. Wood is a renewable resource - that’s why
timber house is the most eco-friendly choice. More woods are planted
than deforested when strategically forming the forestry policy.
Every building - from passive timber frame to log house, in one way
or another, helps to diminish fuel consumption and expenditure on it.
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Timber framed houses and log houses can be in different shapes and in
different outside or inside cladding. Each country, each region has different
culture, traditions and every person has a different opinion what is ,,nice’’,
and we understand and value that.
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We take on board large projects: village halls, hotels, blocks of flats, schools and sport centres.
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We are capable of manufacturing interesting, personal design small size houses: garden offices, tree houses, camping
houses and etc.
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Construction.
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We believe that important issue of our success is good atmosphere in the team. All of us take personal pride in our
achievements.
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www.hus.lt
UAB „Liskandas“, Gamyklos g. 11, LT-96120 Gargždai, Lithuania
Tel. + 370 46 453 286. E-mail: info@liskandas.lt

www.dolena.lt
UAB „Dolena“, Gamyklos g. 11, LT-96155 Gargždai, Lithuania
Tel. + 370 46 455 281. E-mail: info@dolena.lt

